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Introduction:

History is an outstanding choice for students whom wish to have a
qualification that stands out with colleges and employers for the skills,
knowledge, and thinking which historians have. Whether you have an
enjoyment of learning about the past or a curiosity of how the world
today has been shaped, then this is the course for you. With a varied
approach to teaching to suit all tastes and styles, history will equip you
with the knowledge and skills to excel in the modern world!

What will I study each year?
Y9
Britain and Health 1000 – present Day
Y10
Germany 1890 – 1945; Conflict and Tension between East and West 1945 1972
Y11
Elizabethan England
How will my work be assessed?
Two exams both worth 50% each.
Why study History?
Everything, literally everything is shaped by history and has a history. While studying history for
a simple joy of knowing about the past is great, history provides many more practical skills to
allow students in history the best opportunity to succeed in life. The ability to use evidence and
be able to support our arguments; to empathise and understand different interpretations and
why they exist; to be able to question evidence and think for ourselves rather than just
accepting things without question; as well as understanding how events in history currently
shape the world in which we live in today! Furthermore, history supports and compliments any
other subject! Want to act in a particular play? Then knowledge of the history helps us
understand the character and the events. Want to be a budding businessperson? Help build
your understanding of how the economy works through history. Regardless of the subject
history is a suitable companion.
Extra-curriculum activities/ Trips
None at present but we are looking to introduce some visits next year. For Year 11 there will be
a historical site visit.

What would this subject enable me to do when I finish school?
History isn’t about becoming a librarian or working in a museum! History provides the skills that
any employer would want! History creates learners that can think for themselves and problem
solve and think on their feet. Most lawyers and politicians have history in their bag of
qualifications! Whether it is acting, teaching, the law, art or even management, history is a
valuable qualification for success.
How parents or other members of the public can find out more about the curriculum your
subject is following
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/history/gcse/history-8145

